Deprotonation of organic acids at aqueous surfaces has important implications in atmospheric chemistry and other disciplines, yet it is not well-characterized or understood. This article explores the interactions of formic acid (FA), including ionization, in collisions at the air-water interface. Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations with dispersion-corrected density functional theory were used. The 8-50 picosecond duration trajectories all resulted in the adsorption of FA within the interfacial region, with no scattering, absorption into the bulk or desorption into the vapor. Despite the known weak acidity of FA, spontaneous deprotonation of the acid was observed at the interface on a broad picosecond timescale, ranging from a few picoseconds typical for stronger acids to tens of picoseconds. Deprotonation occurred in 4% of the trajectories, and was followed by Grotthuss proton transfer through adjacent water molecules. Both sequential and ultrafast concerted proton transfer were observed. The formation of contact ion pairs and solvent-separated ion pairs, and finally the reformation of neutral FA, both trans and cis conformers, occurred in different stages of the dynamics. To better understand the deprotonation mechanisms at the interface compared with the process in bulk water, we used well-tempered metadynamics to obtain deprotonation free energy profiles. While in bulk water FA deprotonation has a free energy barrier of 14.8 kJ mol À1 , in fair agreement with the earlier work, the barrier at the interface is only 7.5 kJ mol À1 .
Introduction
Acid deprotonation and proton transfer (PT) at aqueous interfaces is a fundamental chemical reaction important in many fields. The interface is most often air-water (''soft'') or a wetted icy or mineral interface (''hard''). 1 In particular, the protonation state of common strong acids (HCl and HNO 3 ) at airaqueous interfaces has been studied both experimentally, [2] [3] [4] and theoretically. 1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Particular interest in these studies has been determining if the acid's strength and deprotonation mechanisms and timescales at aqueous interfaces differ compared to their known behavior in bulk ambient liquid water. HNO 3 , while a strong acid in liquid water, was found to remain mainly in its neutral form at the air-water interface (also depending on its concentration). [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] With regard to HCl, just as in the bulk, deprotonation occurs at the interface. However, while in the bulk PT quickly leads to a solvent-separated ion pair (SSIP) of Cl À Á Á Á(H 2 O) n Á Á ÁH 3 O + , n Z 1, recently, Baer et al. 1 have shown that at the interface the contact ion pair (CIP) of Cl À Á Á ÁH 3 O + is uniquely stable. Therefore, the simple impression of the higher concentration of under-coordinated water molecules at the interface leading to enhanced reactivity need not always be true.
Our own recent theoretical studies have examined the behavior of HCl and H 2 SO 4 at hard interfaces: the air-wetted hydroxylated quartz interface 9, 10 and HNO 3 at the air-ice interface including defective ice and ice with a quasi-liquid layer. [11] [12] [13] It has been suggested that while ideal ice surfaces may significantly reduce deprotonation of such strong acids, real ice surfaces at temperatures greater than about 250 K will allow deprotonation due to the presence of the apparently ubiquitous quasi-liquid layer or defects, [11] [12] [13] while domains of nearly-perfect proton-ordered a Laboratory of Physical Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, ice monolayers on quartz may enhance deprotonation of HCl and H 2 SO 4 . 9, 10, 13 Here, we follow two recent ab initio studies that compared the behavior of various strong acids at the air-water interface to their bulk behavior. 1, 3 Experiments have stimulated such studies and have provided useful insights into the dynamical behavior of acids at aqueous surfaces. The experimental approaches have included the surface sensitive spectroscopic technique of vibrational sum frequency generation (VSFG), 14 and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). 3 An alternate approach ideally suitable for examining the liquid surface structure, kinetics, and the presence of delayed as well as prompt chemical reactions is molecular scattering from a continually renewed air-liquid interface. [15] [16] [17] [18] A recent development by introducing liquid microjets has enabled the study of liquids with significant vapor pressure such as water at near-ambient temperatures. 19, 20 The time dependence of acid deprotonation and PT can be monitored in such studies by observing isotopic D to H exchange by mass-spectrometric detection. Inspired by this experimental development and with a view to complementing the insights to be gained in these studies, we have recently completed an ab initio study of HCl scattering and deprotonation at the airwater interface. 21 Organic acids such as carboxylic acids RCOOH and dicarboxylic acids as well have importance in various contexts. The simplest carboxylic acids, formic acid (FA, R = H; and also acetic acid, R = CH 3 ) exist in significant concentrations in the environment. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] These carboxylic acids are some of the less reactive volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted by vegetation and ants for FA, and have significant concentrations in the clean troposphere in forested areas. 26 They contribute a large fraction of observed gas-phase acidity 22, 25 and constitute a major portion of the nonmethane organic mixture of the clean atmosphere. Furthermore, their concentrations may be increased in the polluted atmospheres in urban areas, 25 where FA is a contributor to photochemical smog. 23 Thus, they contribute to particle formation and growth, rainwater and cloud acidity, and corrosion of metals by FA. 27 The acids are removed from the atmosphere through wet or dry deposition. 23 Since they have a high solubility, scavenging by rainwater and wet deposition is the preferred removal route. 25 Despite being weaker acids (the pK a of FA is 3.75, the while pK a of acetic acid is 4.75) than the strong mineral acids such as sulfuric and nitric acids, the carboxylic acids usually have much larger concentrations, 22 and thus may have a stronger overall effect on the free acidity of rainwater. Recently, FA has been proposed as a hydrogen storage medium for a hydrogen economy. 28 Despite the prevalence of organic acids in the environment, fewer studies exist for these species, including formic acid, at interfaces. The behavior of FA in aqueous environments has been studied in both experiments and in simulations. Recent experiments have examined the protonation state of FA at the air-water interface. Brown et al. 29, 30 and Ottosson et al. 31 have employed X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), while the group of Johnson et al. 32, 33 have used VSFG. Both techniques see no or minimal deprotonation of this medium-strength acid at the air-water interface. The theoretical studies included those examining the binding energies and minimum energy structures of FA-water clusters, [34] [35] [36] [37] equilibrium and biased (metadynamics) studies of the deprotonation barrier of FA in bulk ambient water, 38 classical potential studies of the free energy of solvation profile of FA at air-aqueous interfaces, including the air-water interface 39 and the air-ice interface. 40 The computed free energy profiles between vapor and solution 39, 40 support the experimentally known partitioning of FA into water, as quantified by the Henry's Law constant of E9000 M per atm at 298 K. [41] [42] [43] In addition, the simulations confirm that FA has a preference for adsorption at the air-water interface, as expected by a species RCOOH comprised of the hydrophilic hydroxyl (-OH) and hydrophobic R-groups.
In this work, in order to guide and assist the interpretation of ongoing experimental work, we have employed ab initio simulations with density functional theory to study the mechanisms, on a timescale of a few to tens of picoseconds, of adsorption and deprotonation of formic acid at the ambient air-water interface, both with (gentle) collisions and also with biased sampling (metadynamics) to better understand the free-energy barrier to deprotonation at the interface in comparison to the bulk.
Systems and methods

Equilibrium and collision simulations
The QUICKSTEP module within the CP2K package 44 was employed for all ab initio simulations with the density functional theory (DFT) using the BLYP exchange-correlation functional 45, 46 combined with a dispersion correction (BLYP-D2 47 ). The wave function was represented by double-zeta valence polarization (DZVP) basis sets on atoms in combination with GTH pseudopotentials. 48 The energy cutoff for the expansion in plane waves was 280 Ry (where 1 Ry = 0.5 Hartree = 2.1798 Â 10 À18 J). The wave function was converged to 3 Â 10 À7 Hartree. A 0.4 fs time step was used initially but then 0.5 fs was used for the majority of the calculations. All systems were modeled with periodic boundary conditions. To reduce computational costs, the interface was modeled using a relatively thin water slab containing 72 H 2 O molecules within a 13.4724 Â 15.5566 Â 40 Å 3 rectangular supercell, the same size as that reported in ref. 21 and 49-51 . As in previous work, 21,52,53 a harmonic constraint K(z À z 0 ) 2 with a spring constant K = 1 Hartree bohr À2 (1 bohr = 0.529177 Å, 1 Å = 10 À10 m) was always used to ensure that the center of mass (COM) of the water slab remained at the origin of the coordinate system. Note that the constraints discussed below had this form but with a smaller spring constant, K = 0.1 Hartree bohr À2 , and were applied to the COM of FA. In addition, the system contained a single FA molecule initially placed approximately 5 Å above the water surface. The amount of vacuum between adjacent images in the z direction was thus 25-30 Å. For comparison, calculations of FA in bulk liquid water were also performed. The model system contained a single FA and 63 water molecules in a cubic box with a side length of 12.4138 Å. All simulations were commenced using trans-FA since the cis conformer is 16.7 kJ mol À1 higher in energy (in vacuo) and not stable at ambient temperatures. 54, 55 The systems are displayed in Fig. 1 .
Prior to addition of FA, to prepare the water systems, canonical ensemble (NVT) simulations of durations 25.0 ps and 12.0 ps using a massive Nosé-Hoover thermostat 56,57 at 300 K were performed for the bare water slab (72 water molecules) and the bulk liquid water box (64 water molecules), respectively. The initial portions of the trajectories were considered to be equilibration portions, and therefore averages were computed only for the final 15.0 ps and 10.0 ps portions of the trajectories for the slab and the bulk liquid, respectively. For computing radial distribution functions (RDFs) and hydrogen bond (H-bond) populations for the slab, the top and bottom surfaces were averaged together. A standard geometric criterion was used to identify hydrogen bonding between two molecules with molecular groups containing a hydrogen donor and a hydrogen acceptor. 21, 52, 53 An H-bond was considered to exist between a donor D and an acceptor A if the distance D-A was less than 3.2 Å and the D-HÁ Á ÁA angle was greater than 1401. With regard to the bulk water simulation, we confirmed that the internal energy per molecule or the heat of vaporization and the structure in the form of the RDFs were in good agreement with the values expected from BLYP-D simulations and with the experiment (see, e.g., ref. 53 and references therein for similar studies on water slabs and bulk water). As in ref. 52 and 53, we consider the center of the slab to be at z = 0 Å, and fit the density profile r(z) to the hyperbolic tangent function
where r v = 0 g cm À3 and r l are the densities of the vapor and liquid phases of water. This fit yields the point where the density is half of the bulk density (the Gibbs dividing surface position z GDS ), and the interfacial width d. We obtained r l = 1.14 g cm À3 , z GDS = 4.45 Å, and d = 0.86 Å. As the experimental density of bulk water is 0.995 g cm À3 at 298 K and 1 atm, our 10% overestimate of the liquid density reflects the relative thinness of our water slab, with only a thin bulk-like liquid central region, chosen to reduce the cost of the DFT simulations. Subsequently, we considered the bulk-like region to lie in Àz GDS + 2d o z o z GDS À 2d, resulting in a 5 Å thick bulk-like region. Thus, the top surface where FA will collide is z GDS À 2d o z o z GDS + 2d, which yields a 4 Å thick interface. Fig. 2 (a) shows the fitted density (only the region z 4 0 is shown). The fluctuations in the density due to capillary waves are not shown. An additional complicating factor in studies such as this one, with a soft interface, is defining the dynamic surface boundary. 1, 58 In this preliminary work on FA at the air-water interface, we ignore this factor in lieu of a static interface. Note that an identical water slab was used in ref. 21 to successfully model HCl scattering at the air-water interface. Besides the density, the relative H-bond population types of the water molecules at the surface are also of importance for surface reactivity. A water molecule in the bulk will prefer to form four H-bonds with its neighbors, two as a donor (D) and two as an acceptor (A). Such a water molecule is of the H-bond type DDAA. Water molecules at the surface may prefer to be under-coordinated and may be of H-bond types ADD, DAA, DA, or A. The H-bond population profiles of the bare water slab are summarized in Fig. 2 (b). These results are in good agreement with those obtained using BLYP-D2 with a thick slab. 59 As expected, DDAA dominates in the center, while at the surface the largest portion of water molecules are of the type DA. Such undercoordinated water molecules account for the enhanced reactivity of the surface compared to bulk systems, assisting in molecular adsorption and reaction, as we find in our simulations. While we are using a thin slab in our definition of bulk and surface regions, it is gratifying that the main characteristics of the slab are reproduced compared to the thicker slabs used in ref. 52, 53 and 59. Trajectories in the microcanonical ensemble (NVE) of FA impacting the water slab were obtained as follows. For each trajectory, the initial geometry of the water slab came from a different snapshot (to enhance sampling) in the production portion of the NVT simulation described above. Then, the FA molecule was introduced 4-5 Å above the water surface. The COM of the FA molecule was constrained at this height and a further 2 ps NVT equilibration was performed. This served to allow rotations and translations of the FA molecule that are steered by interactions with the surface to lower energy states relative to the surface since the height was close to the surface at the start for reasons of efficiency. Next, the constraint was released and the actual NVE collision simulation was performed with initial thermal velocities selected from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at 300 K. In 37 trajectories, the initial velocities of the FA molecule were purely thermal. In addition, 2 trajectories each were computed in which the COM of FA had an additional 1, 2, 4, or 10 k B T (2.5, 5.0, 10.0, or 24.9 kJ mol À1 , respectively) of kinetic energy added, with the impact directed at 451 toward the airwater interface. Thus, there were 45 trajectories computed, whose durations were mainly 8-10 ps, and 5 trajectories were extended to about 50 ps, giving about 590 ps of the total NVE trajectory time. During the trajectories, the height z of the FA molecule above the surface, its acidic hydroxyl bond length r OH , and its orientation angles were monitored (see Fig. 1(b) ). Other quantities that were monitored include the other bond distances, the H-C-O-H dihedral angle and the possibility of trans to cis isomerization, and FA-water H-bonds.
To better understand the solvation of formic acid in various aqueous environments and also to provide starting points for the metadynamics simulations described below, we performed equilibrium simulations in the canonical ensemble (NVT). Similarly to the approach used in ref. 1 and 3, we examined the activity of the interface by constraining the COM of FA at three positions in the slab, two in the interfacial region, at the surface (z = z GDS + 1 Å) and at the subsurface (z = z GDS À 1 Å), and at the center of the slab, at z = 0 Å. The last position can be compared to the analogous calculation where FA is solvated in the bulk liquid water with 63 water molecules. After equilibration, the production portions of these simulations were 14-24 ps in duration to ensure sufficient sampling.
Metadynamics simulations
In order to explore the deprotonation mechanisms of aqueous FA and obtain the free energy of dissociation barriers, an enhanced sampling method was required. We employed metadynamics, 60, 61 in particular, well-tempered metadynamics (WTMetaD), 62 which has been shown to converge asymptotically. 63 As in ref. 1 and 3, we examined the activity of the interface in various aqueous environments: bulk water, and center, subsurface, and surface of the water slab. The WTMetaD simulations always began with an equilibrated structure (with neutral, trans-FA) coming from the equilibrium simulations described above and were likewise performed in the NVT ensemble. Thus, the free energy differences are properly Helmholtz free energy differences DF, but, with our slab setup, where the internal pressure will be approximately constant, they approximate Gibbs free energy differences DG.
After some experimentation and tuning, the following parameters, which are typically found in ref. 62 and 63 as well, were selected. The reaction coordinate, also termed the collective variable (CV), drives the deprotonation and PT and unambiguously differentiates protonated and deprotonated states. It was chosen to be n OH , which measures the coordination of the hydroxyl oxygen of FA by its H atom,
where r OH is the instantaneous FA hydroxyl bond length. The use of a coordination number rather than a bond length as a CV has been shown to be more robust for exploring aqueous deprotonation and PT, particularly in stabilizing and better sampling short-lived states such as the contact ion pair (CIP) and the solvent-separated ion pair (SSIP). 64 The formula in eqn (2) and the parameters r 0 = 1.6 Å, n = 6, m = 12 are chosen so that as the system undergoes transitions from neutral FA to ionized FA (CIP and SSIP), n OH varies smoothly from about 1 (in practice about 0.9) to about 0 (in practice about 0.3). The deposition rate for Gaussian hills was 250 steps (125 fs), the Gaussian width and initial height were 0.03 and 5 Â 10 À4 Hartree, respectively. For the parameter controlling the WTMetaD, we chose DT = 1200 K. The WTMetaD simulations were run for 14-18 ps. We confirmed good sampling and convergence of the relevant portions of n OH and the relevant free energy differences, in particular the deprotonation barrier and the existence of stable CIP and SSIP states. Additional background and details of metadynamics and WTMetaD can be found in the ESI. †
Results and discussion
Collision simulations
We will discuss mainly six representative thermal collision trajectories: two trajectories where spontaneous dissociation was observed (labeled 1 and 2) and four trajectories where it was not (labeled 3-6). Trajectory 1 was 10 ps in duration, while trajectories 2-5 lasted 50 ps. The collisions with added kinetic energy had similar outcomes, with the exception that they took longer to equilibrate to the surface, and thus had a reduced likelihood for deprotonation within the duration of the computed trajectory. In our study of HCl at the air-water interface, 21 it was observed that adding energy to the system, either by raising the temperature of the water slab, or by adding collision energy to HCl, typically reduced the time required for HCl to deprotonate. With formic acid, this seems not to be the case either because FA is a weak acid and more collision energy is needed or because the energy can be distributed among more modes of the larger molecule. The results for all 45 scattering trajectories can be found in the ESI. † 3.1.1 Formic acid height above the water surface, its hydroxyl bond length, and sample trajectory snapshots. Fig. 3 shows the approach of FA to the water slab. With our definition of the interfacial region being z GDS À 2d o z o z GDS + 2d, all trajectories resulted in FA adsorption at the interface within about 2 ps. FA remained in the interfacial region even in the longest duration trajectories of 50 ps. No trajectories resulted in FA scattering, absorption into the bulk or desorption within up to 50 ps. Adsorption is to be expected since 50 ps is likely too short a duration to observe diffusion into the bulk leading to absorption and certainly much too short to see desorption. In our study 65 modeling the pickup of a non-hydrogen-bonding molecule, NO 2 , at the water surface, using classical potentials, we did not observe much absorption or desorption until the duration of the simulations reached about 100 ps. Moreover, nearly 200 trajectories were computed. The required simulation durations/statistics to observe these processes for FA at the water surface would be much longer given that much stronger bonding, FA-water H-bonds, is present in this system, and such an effort using ab initio potentials is outside the scope of this study. However, regardless of the simulation duration, an adsorption preference of FA on water is nevertheless expected given the known surface activity of FA seen both in other simulations and experimentally. Pártay et al. 39 in a classical potential study calculated the free energy of solvation profile of FA at the air-water interface and obtained free energies for adsorption and absorption of À24.7 kJ mol À1 and À16.7 kJ mol À1 , respectively, relative to FA in the gas phase. Note that this study used rigid monomer force fields and the results would likely change somewhat if ab initio potentials were used. However, with this caveat, the results reported by Pártay et al. imply that at equilibrium and at infinite dilution the partitioning of FA is about 2 Â 10 4 : 1 (adsorbed : vapor), 1 Â 10 3 : 1 (absorbed : vapor), and 20 : 1 (adsorbed : absorbed). Our results are in general agreement with these partitioning predictions. Experimentally, the Henry's Law constant 43 of 9000 M per atm at 25 1C also reflects the high solubility of FA, although it does not distinguish between adsorption in the surface region and absorption into the bulk. We note that the trapping observed in all collisions and the absence of desorption over the 50 ps trajectories is also in accord with separate molecular beam scattering experiments 19, 20 of FA collisions with 8 molal LiBr/ H 2 O at 250 K. These microjet experiments show that almost every FA impinging at thermal collision energies disappears into solution, and does not evaporate over the 100 microsecond observation window. 66 Fig. 4 presents the formic acid hydroxyl bond length r OH as a function of time for the six selected trajectories. The dotted line and labels on the right axis mark the approximate stretched O-H bond lengths when an H-bond is formed through donation of the H to a water oxygen atom (r OH = 1.1 Å), when the proton is shared (1.4 Å), when dissociation occurs and a contact ion pair or CIP is formed (1.6 Å), and when a minimal-distance solventseparated ion pair or SSIP is formed (1.8 Å). Fig. 4 shows that while a number of trajectories exhibited stretched FA (O)H bonds, only two of the 45 collision trajectories (4%) underwent spontaneous deprotonation. ) charged water species were present. To summarize, following deprotonation, the proton defect migrates through a ring of four water molecules and neutral FA is reformed in the cis conformation. The whole process is completed within approximately 6 ps. In Fig. 3 , the red arrows for trajectory 1, marked b-f, indicate that the entire deprotonation and reprotonation process occurs near the top of the interface, z B z GDS + 1, mainly z 4 z GDS , what we refer to as the ''surface'' region. Fig. 6 shows snapshots from trajectory 2. Note the differences in FA orientations exhibited between the panels showing the start of the trajectory (a) and the H-bond prior to dissociation at (b). Likely due to the necessity to establish an optimum orientation and solvation, this trajectory required a long wait before the deprotonation process was observed at 29.230 ps but PT was rapid once it commenced. Panel (c) shows that at dissociation FA exhibits a tilt relative to the surface normal. As in trajectory 1, FA is involved in three H-bonds with surface water molecules. However, here it donates (O)H and accepts one H-bond at O(H) and one H-bond at (CQ)O. Following deprotonation, the proton defect migrates through a wire of three water molecules. Neutral FA is reformed in the trans conformation but with the proton attached to the other FA oxygen atom. The whole ultrafast process is completed in about 120 fs. In Fig. 3 , the green arrows for trajectory 2, marked b-f, indicate that again this deprotonation-reprotonation process occurs within the top of the interface.
3.1.2 Formic acid deprotonation and proton transfer dynamics. Collision trajectories 1 and 2 exhibited deprotonation with quite dissimilar timescales. Unlike in trajectory 1 and also the other deprotonation processes observed in equilibrium and metadynamics simulations (see below), the extremely fast nature of the process in trajectory 2 indicates that it is an example of concerted PT, i.e., the simultaneous, cooperative motion of two or more protons. The mechanisms and dynamics of concerted PT in aqueous systems, [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] particularly in icy [73] [74] [75] and also in biological systems, 76 are of interest both from theoretical and experimental standpoints. [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] 77 While concerted PT has been known to be present in icy systems, the Grotthuss mechanism [77] [78] [79] in liquid water has long been thought to be dominated by sequential PT events. However, recently the Grotthuss mechanism in liquid water has been reinvestigated, and concerted PT is also believed to occur in liquid water, where proton migration is now thought to encompass both sequential PT events, separated by rest periods, and concerted PT of two or more protons through a closely-spaced water wire. 67 To better understand how the issues discussed impact our system, we performed a detailed structure and dynamics analysis of the deprotonation and PT events in trajectories 1 and 2. This analysis is shown graphically in Fig. 7 and 8 .
In trajectory 1, as mentioned above, Fig. 7 shows that the deprotonation of trans-FA, the series of PT events, and reprotonation processes ending in neutral cis-FA occur via PT through a ring of four H-bonded water molecules attached to the hydroxyl .665 ps. While in bulk ice and at lower temperatures PT may rely mainly on proton tunneling, water molecule mobility due to thermal fluctuations in liquid water (and even the greater mobility of water molecules at the surface of defect-rich ice 11 or at the ice quasi-liquid layer 12 ) permits the occasional shrinkage of O-O distances which significantly reduces the barrier to PT, and allows the process to proceed without invoking proton tunneling. 77, 79 The sequences of O-O distances and PT coordinates in Fig. 7 (a-c) are defined as r OO,i = |r O,i-1 À r O,i | and x i = |r O,i-1 À r H,i | À |r H,i À r O,i |. Thus, for a proton i, x i o 0, x i = 0, and x i 4 0 prior to, at the moment of, and after the PT event, respectively.
The insets in panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 7 focus attention on the PT events. It it seen that the ith proton is transferred when r OO,i E 2.4 Å. The PT of protons 1 and 2 is nearly concerted. The remaining PT events are sequential, separated by rest periods. This is in agreement with the new understanding of PT events in liquid water: 67 containing both intense bursts of activity in the form of concerted transfers, on a timescale of tens to hundreds of femtoseconds, and sequential PT events as well, separated by rest periods, resulting in a slower, few picosecond timescale. Here, the timescale of the overall process is dominated by sequential transfers/rest periods, and thus occupies approximately 6 ps. Since the ring of water molecules starts and ends on O(I), the overall result of these PT events is to transform trans-FA into cis-FA. In trajectory 2, Fig. 8 shows that the deprotonation of trans-FA, the series of PT events, and reprotonation processes ending again in neutral trans-FA occur via PT through a wire of three H-bonded water molecules connecting O(I) to O(II); see panel (a) which displays a snapshot at t = 29.293 ps. Such an arrangement is known to be a low-energy configuration from gas phase (cluster) experimental and theoretical studies, with particularly strong and therefore short H-bonds. 35 The sequences of O-O distances r OO,i and PT coordinates x i in Fig. 8(a-c) are defined similarly as in Fig. 7(a-c) .
The long wait for the PT events in trajectory 2 can be partially understood by seeing that in panel (b) of Fig. 8 the relative distance between water molecules 2 and 3 is initially large. Thus, the wire of three waters facilitating PT in this trajectory takes a long time to assemble. Once the wire is assembled, panel (c) shows that all the PT events are ultrafast: there is concerted transfer of protons 2 and 3 and nearly concerted transfer of the other protons. Thus, concerted PT is fully dominant in this trajectory and only the shorter timescale is relevant, allowing the whole process to be completed in about 120 fs. The result of the overall PT events is to reform trans-FA, while switching the identity of the hydroxyl and carbonyl oxygen atoms.
3.1.3 Formic acid H-bonds with water. Fig. 9 shows the H-bonds that formic acid forms with nearby water molecules for trajectories 1-4. As FA approaches the water surface, the number of H-bonds typically rises, with the initial H-bond most often being the hydroxyl donor bond to water, (O)HÁ Á ÁOw. Additional H-bonds can be formed as FA equilibrates to the surface and establishes a solvation shell, including an acceptor H-bond at the carbonyl oxygen, (CQ)OÁ Á ÁHw. If FA sinks deeper into the water surface and the solvation shell continues to form, FA can accept up to two additional relatively weak H-bonds at each oxygen atom. These observations are in agreement with experimental and theoretical studies of FA microsolvation in small water clusters, where it is seen that one strong and typically 1-2 or 3 weaker H-bonds with water molecules can be formed. 34, 35 The rightmost panels in Fig. 9 show the total number of H-bonds that FA establishes with water. It is seen that the two instances of deprotonation, in trajectories 1 and 2, are often correlated with FA forming about 4 H-bonds. However, such an H-bonding or solvation state does not always lead to deprotonation. Deprotonation and Grotthuss migration of the proton defect also depends on the state of the second solvation shell surrounding the acid. 78 This is in agreement with the behavior of other acids whose deprotonation also depends on some minimal solvation. 80 
Equilibrium simulations
To better understand the state of formic acid in the various aqueous environments, we also performed equilibrium simulations with formic acid in bulk liquid water and constrained at three depths (center and subsurface and surface of the slab). The results of the simulations are described below. We observed spontaneous dissociation when formic acid was at the subsurface (see the ESI † for details). Table 1 shows the average number of H-bonds that FA forms with water molecules. In bulk liquid water (63 water molecules), FA forms approximately 3.3 H-bonds, while at the center of the slab we obtain 2.8 H-bonds. These numbers are in reasonable agreement given the large fluctuations/uncertainty shown in the table, which is partially due to the (discontinuous) definition of an H-bond used in this work. This is in good agreement with the number of H-bonds (E3) and consistent with the water hydration numbers (4.6-4.9) obtained in other simulations 81, 82 and extracted from experiments. [83] [84] [85] At the surface and subsurface of the slab, the number of H-bonds was slightly reduced, to 3.0. After the spontaneous deprotonation at the subsurface, however, the average number of H-bonds that formate participated in was 4.1, in reasonable agreement with ref. 81 and other studies. [82] [83] [84] [85] Such an increase in H-bonds and hydration numbers of the anion compared to the neutral acid is expected since the anion can form stronger H-bonds, and thus better compete with water-water H-bonds.
Formic acid forms H-bonds with water at equilibrium.
3.2.2 Formic acid orientation at the air-water interface. The histograms in Fig. 10 obtained from equilibrium simulations permit more precise statements about the orientational preferences of neutral trans-FA in the interfacial region. Two orientational angles are presented, as defined in Fig. 1 (see the ESI † for more details). At the surface, the orientation is primarily vertical. This is in agreement with the results reported by Johnson et al. 32 who used VSFG spectroscopy of FA at the air-water interface to determine that the orientation angles of undissociated trans-FA were y exp CH = 27-431 and y exp CQO = 42-571. Since VSFG is most sensitive to molecules at the top of interfaces, this can be compared to our values of y surface CH = 42 AE 121 and y surface CQO = 38 AE 141. In the subsurface region, FA undergoes a rotation to a tilted orientation, with y subsurface CH = 83 AE 181 and y subsurface CQO = 78 AE 161. Such a rotation may be energetically favored since it will place the carbonyl (-CQO) group of FA closer to the under-coordinated water molecules present at the surface, thereby allowing for (CQ)OÁ Á ÁHw H-bond formation without necessitating a competition with other water molecules. Comparing the relatively sharp orientational angle distributions of FA at the surface to the broader ones at the subsurface, it is seen that an average increase in depth of merely 2 Å quickly causes loss of a well-defined orientational preference. Thus, it may be that the VSFG spectroscopic method used by Johnson, dependent as it is on a well-defined molecular orientation and insensitive to a homogeneous environment, does not detect the subsurface FA where deprotonation is most enhanced (see below) due to this rapid loss of orientational preference. Fig. 11 presents the results of the WTMetaD simulations of FA deprotonation. We sampled sufficiently to explore the configurational space and obtain convergence (see ESI †). Fig. 11 shows the free energies and barriers for the deprotonation and PT processes in the configurational snapshots. The states of the system can be characterized by the value of CV n OH defined in eqn (2) (or, equivalently, r OH , which is shown on the top axis). These system states are: state a -the FA initial neutral or the FA (O)H hydrogen bonded to a water oxygen atom, n OH E 0.9 (r OH E 1.1 Å); state b -the shared-proton configuration, n OH E 0.7 (r OH E 1.4 Å); state c -the contact-ion pair (CIP), n OH E 0.5 (r OH E 1.6 Å); and state d -the closest solvent-separated ion pair (SSIP), n OH E 0.3 (r OH E 1.8 Å). The largest barrier to deprotonation (the transition state marked TS ab ) is located between states a and b. The two curves are in reasonable agreement given that our slab is relatively thin. Next, the results for FA sampled at two depths in the interfacial region, the subsurface (z = z GDS À 1 Å) and surface (z = z GDS + 1 Å) are shown (see also Fig. 2 ). Their deprotonation barriers are similar, and the two curves have been averaged together to obtain the average behavior at the interface. Our barrier to FA deprotonation in liquid water is somewhat low at 14.8 kJ mol À1 , compared to barriers of about 16.7-18.0 kJ mol À1 found by Lee et al. 38 The underestimation of the barrier in the bulk liquid is due to an underestimation of free energy which we attribute mainly to our use of a relatively small DZVP basis set, since our preliminary calculations using the larger MOLOPT-DZVP-SR basis set 86 indicate that the barrier becomes about 2.1 kJ mol À1 deeper in the bulk liquid. Here, we are ignoring nuclear quantum effects and any possible deficiencies of the DFT BLYP-D2 description of the electronic structure, which would also account for differences with respect to, for example, experimental and calculated pK a s. We do not attempt to compute pK a s since that would require converging states c (CIP) or d (SSIP). The uncertainty in the interfacial curve, if considered as the deviation between the subsurface and surface curves becomes large in the c and d regions.
Metadynamics simulations
Considering the interfacial curve, we obtain a barrier of 7.5 kJ mol À1 , a reduction of nearly 50% relative to the barrier in the bulk of 14.8 kJ/mol. Our results imply that formic acid deprotonates faster at the air-water interface than when fully solvated in water. This observation may be reconciled with the lack of observed deprotonated FA at the air-water interface in the XPS experiments by Brown et al. 29, 30 and in the VSFG experiments by Johnson et al. 32, 33 by noting that deprotonation is a relatively rare event.
Concluding remarks and atmospheric chemistry implications
We have employed ab initio molecular dynamics with dispersioncorrected density functional theory to study an atmospherically prevalent medium-strength acid, formic acid (FA), at the air-water interface. Our scattering simulations confirm that FA is strongly surface active, and remains adsorbed even in our longest simulations of 50 ps. Deprotonation happens in only about 4% of our simulations. When it occurs, it initiates PT whose duration ranges from fractions of a picosecond to a few picoseconds, indicative of concerted and sequential proton transfer mechanisms, respectively. PT terminates with the reformation of neutral FA, which may however have undergone a trans to cis conformational change. With respect to our total trajectory time of collisions of about 590 ps, we observed the existence of deprotonated FA in only about 1% of the time (about 6 ps in the two trajectories) before the neutral FA was reformed by various mechanisms. With regard to neutral FA, our simulations show an agreement between the orientation of FA at the top of the air-water interface and those obtained in the VSFG experiments by Johnson et al. 32, 33 We may partially reconcile the lack of observed deprotonated formic acid in these VSFG experiments by appealing to the rapid homogenization of formic acid orientation with depth, making VSFG experiments less sensitive to the depth where deprotonation appears to be more favored.
Our metadynamics simulations comparing the deprotonation barriers of FA at the air-water interface and in the bulk indicate that it has a smaller barrier to dissociation at the interface which implies that FA deprotonates faster at the interface. A detailed examination of the equilibrium solvation and H-bonding state of FA in interfacial compared to bulk solvation is inconclusive since approximately the same average number of H-bonds are obtained. Thus, the faster deprotonation at the interface may be partially due to the faster water re-orientational and H-bond dynamics at the interface or it may be due to the effects in the second solvation shell. Regardless of the cause, since all carboxylic acids have a strong surface preference, the faster deprotonation at the interface implies that these acids, particularly formic and acetic acids which can have significant concentrations especially in polluted atmospheres and in rain and cloud water, may contribute more strongly to atmospheric acidity than previously believed, and produce ionic products, which even if short-lived, can enhance pickup and reactions with adsorbed species such as amines.
The behavior of FA at the air-water interface is contrary to that of many strong acids. Baer et al. 1 have shown that HCl has a similarly small barrier to deprotonation at the interface as in the bulk (but the CIP is only stable at the interface), while HNO 3 has an exceptionally large barrier at the surface due to insufficient solvation and exceptional stability of neutral HNO 3 . Thus at the surface, HNO 3 , depending also on its concentration, can be effectively a weak acid and may be observed to be neutral. 2, 3 Therefore, the simple impression of the higher concentration of under-coordinated water molecules at the interface leading to enhanced reactivity need not always be true.
It should be of considerable interest to extend this work to other carboxylic acids RCOOH, many of which are known to participate in atmospheric systems and processes, e.g., in secondary organic aerosols. A point that merits attention is how does the organic residue R affect the ionization mechanism and dynamics. What is well-known is that with increasing size of the (relatively hydrophobic) R group, the molecule's solubility (i.e., absorption into the water bulk) decreases. This can be quantified by, for example, the Henry's Law constant, which for acetic acid is about 40% less 41 than that of formic acid. Also, given the amphiphilic nature of carboxylic acids, the orientational preference observed with formic acid, with the R group oriented along the surface normal, is maintained. However, more work is merited on the deprotonation propensity, dynamics, and mechanisms of other RCOOH, at the interface, in comparison to their fully solvated behavior. Biological chemistry and astrochemistry/prebiotic chemistry are other disciplines where the interactions of such acids in an aqueous environment are potentially of much interest. [87] [88] [89] 
